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Introduction 

During my time in Shanghai, China, we have observed gyms and searched for bodybuilding 

supplements. We have found there are many gyms throughout Shanghai.  We noticed only a 

couple of these gyms offered bodybuilding supplements. We looked at their selection and were 

unsatisfied with their product availability. These gyms mostly carry on average three choices of 

what bodybuilders call “bodybuilding supplements”. We have looked for and only been able to 

find a General Nutrition Center (GNC) store, but have not been able find any other supplement 

stores that offer bodybuilding products. We see the need for supplement stores that can cater to 

the exercise and bodybuilding community, and for gyms to promote and supply American brand 

supplement products for their patrons. The U.S. manufactured supplement products we would 

like to export and market in Shanghai is American Bodybuilding (AB) supplements. American 

Bodybuilding is a company known in the U.S. bodybuilding community to produce top quality 

supplements. They produce all kinds of bodybuilding and fat burning products a person needs for 

premium exercise results. Our niche target market will consist of the serious bodybuilder and the 

physically fit. Sporting events such as the 2008 Beijing Olympics and 2010 Guangzhou Asian 

Games are contributing to Muscle fitness awareness. We believe with the right marketing, 

consumer education, and timing our AB supplements could have a large market share within the 

new Chinese supplement industry. 
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Chapter 1: Geopolitical 

American Bodybuilding supplements will soon be introduced into China, the biggest market of 

consumers in the world. China's middle class will increase from 43% of the population today to 

76% by 2025 (Mckinsey Global Institute, 2009). With the population at 1.3 billion people, this 

growing middle class (classified a earning the equivalent of US $12,500 per year) will have a 

good amount of discretionary income to spend.  The population of Shanghai in 2010 was 18 

million. Males accounted for 51.4%, females for 48.6% of the population. 12.2% were in the age 

group of 0–14, 76.3% between 15 and 64 and 11.5% were older than 65. Our demographic will 

be the male segment of the population between 20-50 years old which is around 7 million in 

Shanghai. To penetrate a 5% of this market would be to have 350,000 customers. (Shanghai 

statistical yearbook, 2010) 

Our market penetration strategy is to do direct selling within the personal gyms in Shanghai and 

educate our customer base while building relationships.  One Billion Customers advises that in 

China “relationships and personal power reign supreme” (McGregor, 2006).   In order to obtain a 

more accurate grasp of our demographic, we conducted field research in local fitness gyms in 

and around Shanghai (look at appendix A for survey questions). We visited Weider Tera 

International Gym. The purpose of the survey was to collect data to assess people‟s perceptions 

of exercise supplements. The surveys quota was to reach out to American Bodybuilder‟s 

demographic markets, which are male subjects between the ages of 20-50 who appear to exercise 

regularly. We screened participants down to those who currently purchase supplements. 

Questions consisted of: age, monthly expenditure on supplements, and awareness on health and 

nutrition topics, where they purchase supplements and if satisfied with the service offered.  
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In total, 20 subjects took the survey. The low sample size was due to the language and time 

constraints. The survey was prepared and given in English; we did not have access to a 

translator at the time to help us conduct the surveys. The results supported American 

Bodybuilder‟s theory of the upward trend of health and nutrition within China.  Our survey 

results could have been skewed due to our low sample size and note that the factors such as 

time we surveyed, language, and location could have affected our results. We also believe 

that our demographic consists of mostly the generation born after the economic reform of 

1978, which are joining gyms and purchasing health supplements. This generation has seen 

gyms pop up all over metropolitan cities, not to mention the popularity in sports after the 

Beijing Olympics in 2008 and the Guangzhou Asian Games of 2010.  

The survey results showed there is lack of awareness of supplement benefits for males over 

the age of 30. The study also showed the same age group spends less than the younger 

generation on supplements a month. The results shown in the graphs below demonstrate the 

age group and their expenditures on supplements a month.  

Figure 1.1: Gym Member Participants Surveyed Age Range  
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Figure 1.2: Gym Expenditures by age group (Numbers at bottom of graph are in RMB)                                                      

 

Our survey confirmed our suspicions that the younger generations of gym patrons will be 

the large demand cohort for American Bodybuilder supplements. Out of the 20 subjects, the 

groups between the ages of 20-30 are the major consumers of health supplements; they are 

also the most educated on health and nutrition. Supplement intake to produce muscle is still 

not popular with the Chinese, however, the current slim/fit trend will change as more young 

Chinese join gyms and become educated on supplements benefits. In addition, Western 

influences on bodybuilding will become more popular within the Chinese culture due to the 

high influx of gyms. Here are additional graphs displaying research on supplements, level of 

knowledge on health and nutrition & average expenditures per month on supplements. 

Figure 1.3: Supplement Knowledge
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Figure 1.4: Average Expenditures per month on Supplements 

 

Shanghai is an international city with a keen support and infrastructure for sport and fitness 

enthusiasts.  For example, Shanghai hosts a series of important national and international 

sports events every year. In 2006, the city witnessed 37 international sports events and 55 

domestic ones. The city also has improved community fitness facilities and the end of 2006 

the city built 130 community-level sports venues and 80 community health test centers. 

There are 201 fitness parks and 4,537 fitness stations. More than 82,000 pieces of equipment 

have been installed at those fitness sites and parks (Shanghai Statistics).  

In the capital city Beijing there are over 300 bodybuilding gymnasiums. There is also a large 

opportunity for bodybuilding coaches and personal trainers.  China Economic.net stated 

“The bodybuilding industry has a vast potential market and personal bodybuilding coaching 

will become a very promising vocation” (Xu, 2005). 

The Chinese government supports the sports industry; it started a sports lottery to raise 

money for the Asian games. The lottery raised by the end of 2004 30.3 billion Yuan (3.67 

U.S. dollars) of public welfare funds, according to statistics from the administration.  In 

recent years, the total output value of the sporting goods industry has increased by about 50 

billion Yuan a year (Chinadetail.com, 2011).   
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Bodybuilding was very popular in the 2010 Asian games in Guangzhou, but unfortunately as 

reported by the official website of the Chinese Olympic committee, “Hopes of including 

bodybuilding in the 2014 Asian Games have been rejected. However, these sports have been 

moved to other multi-sports events run by the OCA, namely the Asian Beach Games 

(bodybuilding)” (Chinese Olympic Committee, 2010).  The removal of the bodybuilding sport 

competition in the next 2014 Asian Games could have been the result of a recent court case, 

where Hong Kong China Bodybuilding and Fitness Association (HKCBBA) chairman Simon 

Chan Siu-man was found guilty of plotting to bribe officials,  as well as on four other counts, 

including conspiracy to bribe, receiving advantage and fraud. The image and reputation of the 

city's bodybuilding association suffered a body blow after its chairman and a former Asian 

Games gold medal-winning bodybuilder were found guilty of bribery. (China Daily, 10/30/10) 

The only MNC in the industry that is a potential competitor or distributor would be GNC, 

headquartered in Pittsburgh, PA.  It has recently entered into a joint venture named GNC China 

with a state owned enterprise named the Bright Food Group (BFG).  BFG‟s wholly owned 

subsidiary, the Shanghai Yantang group, will be responsible for this collaboration. This deal is to 

be rumored to be valued at $3 billion.  The BFG group has never managed a foreign firm before 

which could be a recipe for disaster.  As noted in One Billion Customers, companies should 

“avoid joint ventures with government entities unless you have no choice.  Then understand that 

this partnership is about China obtaining technology, know-how and capital while maintaining 

Chinese control”. Furthermore, “if China requires that you joint venture, get a majority share” 

(McGregor, 2006).   

Overall, the prospects look good for American Bodybuilding supplements to enter into the 

Chinese market.  Taking into account the information provided regarding the large sports 
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infrastructure, sporting events and Western influence, we could be a market leader in the 

supplements industry within the next 3-4 years. 

Chapter 2: Marketing 

American Bodybuilding aims to be a recognized brand within the rapidly growing muscle fitness 

segment of Shanghai and eventually the rest of China. The survey we conducted resulted in 

useful information for our marketing strategy. Since our goal is to sell directly to gym patrons, 

the survey was helpful in proving our major strength will be educating potential customers.  The 

graph below displays 60 percent of the respondents had no prior knowledge regarding the 

purpose and benefits of supplements while 30 percent had some knowledge of supplements 

usefulness. 

Figure 2.1: Customers’ knowledge level on supplements’ purpose and benefits:
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year old age bracket.  From our results, this age bracket currently consumes more supplements 
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gym patrons on the benefits of consuming supplements to reach the results he or she wants, and 

so on with every new gym membership. Our demographic will eventually expand to the 30-40 

year old age bracket while staying strong in our primary demographic of 20-30 year-olds. As 

long as gyms and gym memberships increase throughout China the customer base will increase. 

That is why it is very important to enter the market now and educate gym patrons on the benefits 

of supplements. 

Our marketing mix will consist of advertising, retail promotion,  e-marketing and sponsoring 

bodybuilding contests.  We will invest in a billboard campaign and purchase multiple billboard 

ads by booking month-long runs in high traffic areas such as West Nanjing Road. Simon Hicks, 

an advertising executive in Shanghai, sent a media proposal that stated the price of billboards in 

Shanghai, as follows: 

Figure 2.2: Billboard Media Statistics 

Location: West Nanjing Rd, next to 

Plaza 66 

Size 14.4m(W)X6.95m(H)=100 

sqm 

Avg. pedestrian/traffic flow 150K/Day 

Unit Cost/Month: RMB 190,000 
Source: Larson O‟Brien/Dashi (Shanghai) Co., Ltd 

 

We will do marketing campaigns at our retail locations, such as providing T-Shirts, pamphlets, 

and weight lifting contests. In our retail locations we will also have weekly seminars educating 

our gym members about the benefits of using supplements, during which we will give out free 

samples of our products.  Our goal will be to have 15 people per week at each seminar in each 

retail location, and convert 70% of attendees into loyal American Bodybuilding consumers.  The 

Chinese are known to respect being educated on anything that will benefit them in the future, 
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along with being hungry for learning and development (Fernandez, J.A., Underwood, L, 2006). 

Knowledge of exercise, health and nutrition will be very beneficial to the Chinese. Even though 

our supplements will only impact gym patrons at the beginning, we are certain these gym patrons 

will become part of our advertising.   

Our E-marketing campaign will consist of having a flash-based website, where users can register 

and read exclusive members-only information with social forums for discussion.  We will have a 

truly international site and have versions in English, Chinese, French and German.  The Guide to 

Software Export gives tips on “promoting the site”.  We will utilize “wording the home page in 

such a way that it will index well in search engines”.  We will have keywords, and hot links from 

channel partners and vendors to drive traffic to our site.  Another tactic will be using ad sharing 

where we “pay the site owners a small „referral‟ fee for each hit…if it results in a customer,  

„higher commission‟ will be paid” (Philips, 1998).  We will also buy banner ads costing around 

RMB 20,000/month for two months on popular expat websites such as Shanghaiexpat.com or 

Smartshanghai.com which receive 12-14,000 hits per day.  (smartshanghai.com) 

Bodybuilding as a competitive sport is on the rise. A competition named Musclemania is quite 

popular and will be held in Zhengzhou, Henan , China.  We plan on being a second-tier sponsor 

of two to three key events a year to have our signage, sampling and marketing materials 

distributed to those who take bodybuilding very seriously. The following illustrates our 

marketing budget we will set aside for our product launch in 2012.   
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Figure 2.3a: Marketing Budget 2012 

 

 

F

Figure 2.3b: Marketing Budget breakdown 2012 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Marketing Budget Schedule 

2012 One Year Time Span   

Advertising Type Cost Length Frequency Total 

Outdoor ads: Nanjing Xi Lu 190 monthly 3 (qty: 2) 1,140  

Print: Magazine: Men's Magazine  202   2 404  

Online: Baidu web banner 100 bi-monthly 6 (qty: 4) 2,400  

Promotional Materials: pamphlets, t-

shirts, signage 25 quarterly 4 100  

Sponsorship 25 quarterly 4 100  

Total Advertising Expenditures Year 1       4,144  
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In The World is Flat, Thomas Friedman, mentions how a business can personalize its product to 

affect its consumer through passionate customer service. Our educational customer-service 

approach will be our key strengths in the competitive marketplace. Below shows our results of 

customer service satisfaction survey when purchasing supplements, and leads us to believe that 

customer service is important within this market segment. The graph demonstrates that majority 

of our subject were not satisfied with customer service when purchasing their supplements. 

                                        Figure 2.4: Customer service satisfaction 

 

We want our customers coming back to us instead of purchasing their supplements through other 

channels.  The direct sell and education approach will position us face to face with customers‟ 

wants, and that will give us the opportunity to capitalize on customer satisfaction. The following 

graph illustrate why our retail strategy within gyms is the best business model.  
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Figure 2.5: Customer purchasing survey results 

 

 Our retails strategy consists of mini supplement store situated within 10 busy Tera International 

gyms throughout Shanghai.  We would be located in gyms close to Shanghai‟s five „high-end‟ 

retail hubs: Lujiazui, Nanjing East Rd, Huaihai Middle Rd, Nanjing West Rd and Xujiahui. 

We went mystery shopping in Pudong Shanghai at Big Thumb plaza on March 20
th

, 2011.  Two 

of our major competitors were RichLife, which has a joint venture with GNC and the other oddly 

named General Nutrition Store (GNS).   

RichLife had a buy one get one free offer for a, brand named Optimum Nutrition, whey protein 

they were selling for RMB890.  Another promotion they had was buy one and get the 2
nd

 one 50% 

off.  GNS sold more products that would match up to our product category such as creatine, 

whey protein and glutamine.  Overall, according to our Chinese translator, the two stores and 

their employees were not well-informed about supplements; also these employees did not look as 

if they exercise.  Our target age are males 20-30, who go to the gym, and our marketing strategy 

is to educate consumers; then it seems an opportunity exists for us to succeed.  The strategies we 

will implement in marketing, customer service, educating consumers and timeliness entering into 

the market could prove to be successful for us and our investors.  
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Chapter 3: Finance  

We will be a subsidiary of American Bodybuilding. The business model is to open up ten mini 

supplement locations in our first year. We decided not to go into a joint venture with any Chinese 

entity compared to GNC‟s joint venture with Bright Food.  We took the advice in One Billion 

Customers to “avoid joint ventures unless you have no choice” (Mcgregor, 2006).  This will give 

us more control to make our own marketing and operational decisions.   

To finance this business venture, American Bodybuilding Corp. will provide the start up capital 

and inventory needed to enter the Chinese market. The start up inventory will be provided but 

any additional inventory will be paid as cash on delivery (COD) basis. Being a subsidiary of 

American Bodybuilder the banking and payment arrangements will be set up by headquarters.  

The estimated inventory start up cost will be $20,000 per/store. This will sufficiently stock each 

store with a variety of American Bodybuilding supplements. These miniature American 

Bodybuilding supplement stores will carry an array of bodybuilding products to cater to each 

gym patrons. We will manage the inventory that is distributed to these mini stores. AB will have 

complete access to our revenue reports and begin and ending inventory data. In China we will be 

your licensed distributors, and any retained earnings should remain in the country for future 

expansion.  

Research provided by DTZ research stated that retail space in Q4 2010 cost RMB 53.06 per 

square meter per day.  We will lease ten retail kiosks within gyms that are 25 sq. meters each.  

The total rent per kiosk each month would cost RMB 39,795.  Our communication expenses will 

include mobile phones and broadband connections.  Each retail location will consist of one full-
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time manager with a salary of RMB 15, 000 per month and two regular knowledgeable part-time 

staff of RMB 4,000 per month.  Our employees will receive commissions after meeting set 

quotas for the quarters. This compensation approach will reward them for the business‟s success 

and increase employees‟ morale. 

We calculated the cost to build 10 mini stores to be $5,000 per store. This includes the cost of 

labor, materials, and decorations. We are also required to have a liquidity reserve requirement to 

stay in business in China, known as the state registered capital in the bank which will be RMB 

500,000.  

Figure 3.1: Start-up Expenses 2012 

Start-Up expenses(RMB)         

10 locations Cost Frequency Quantity Total 

Stated capital in  

Chinese bank ¥500,000     ¥500,000 

Office rental in Shanghai ¥39,795.00 12 10 ¥4,775,400.00 

Mobile Phones ¥1,000.00 12 10 ¥12,000.00 

Broadband Connections ¥125.00 12 10 ¥15,000.00 

Manager (full-time ¥15,000.00 12 10 ¥1,800,000.00 

Staff ¥4,000.00 12 20 ¥960,000.00 

Start up inventory & 

Cost to build kiosk ¥162,500.00 1 10 ¥1,625,000.00 

Total      In RMB ¥9,687,400.00 

Total Exchange rate  

RMB:USD= 

¥6.5 : $1  In USD $1,490,370.00  
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We expect to have a 20% ROI in the third year, and fully pay back initial investment within five 

years. This is an underestimated goal. After the successful launch of our product, combined with 

our business model, we can expect high profit margin in the future. We predict after the first year 

the business will be able to break -even in all expenses and costs, and soon after ending the 

second year, will be able to make payments towards the initial investment, with net profits  

beginning the third year. We created an estimate of Cost of Goods Sold (COGS). For every $1 in 

sales we calculated $0.45 cents in COGS. After a successful launch is achieved in Shanghai, the 

company will be ready for expansion. Expansions will include entering other metropolitan cities 

in China with the same business model.  

Based on a scenario of not obtaining investors, we will have to turn to trade financing from the 

U.S. government as external loans options for the future.  For further and faster expansions we 

would apply for loans with the U.S. EXIMBANK for funding due to its vast resources 

andknowledge on exporting.  

Figure 3.2: Pro-Forma Income Statement 

 

Pro Forma Income Statement for 2012 and 2013 (USD)       

  

    

2012 

  

2013 

Sale 

    

$2,800,000  

  

$5,000,000  

COGS 

    

$1,260,000  

  

$2,250,000  

  Gross Profit 

   

$1,540,000  

  
$2,750,000  

  

       

  

Operating Expenses 

      

  

  Marketing 

  

$638,000  

 

(+20%) $765,600    

  Rent 

  

$734,700  

  

$734,700    

  Salaries  Full-time/ $375,000  

 

(+10%) $413,000    

  

 

 Part-time                

    

  

  

 

Total    

   
$1,747,700 

  
$1,913,300 

  

       

  

Operating Income (loss)       $(207,700)      $836,700  
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The advantages of having an Ex-Im bank Loan guarantee are: Loans are made by commercial 

banks and guaranteed by Ex-Im bank. Loans cover 100% principal and interest for 85% of the 

US contract price. Loans have a faster documentation process with the assistance of commercial 

banks. Cash payment financing is promoted. Based on advice from The Guide to Software 

Export the exporter arranges a loan through a bank with foreign receivables used as collateral 

(Philips, 1998). This increases our working capital and permits us to accelerate our expansion 

program. We will also receive guidance from the American Chamber of Commerce in Shanghai 

known as Shanghai AmCham.  Their financial services committee‟s give access and information 

to companies looking for financing.  The managing directors from HSBC and Wachovia bank 

head this financial services committee and can provide us with viable options for financing.  

These resources are available if external loans are needed for faster expansions then retain 

earnings permit.   

Chapter 4: Legal 

American Bodybuilder will export its high-quality products into its initial market of Shanghai.  

Currently there is some discrepancy on total import costs. Due to the variety of products, the 

products fall under different tariff categories, and at this moment, it is difficult to come up with 

an accurate cost. However, we can give a general example of tariff rate cost on imports to China 

and other import related cost and taxes.  

The harmonized system (HS) tariff schedule is the worldwide standard adhered to by exporters 

and importers in over 170 countries.  The HS is maintained by the World Customs Organization 

(WCO).  The U.S Export website states that our correct HS subheading code is 210610.   The 

U.S is on the list of a MFN (most favored nation) with China, and importers receive special 
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tariffs.  Our code is derived from the description “protein concentrates and textured protein 

substances”.   To calculate precise duties and taxes a customs info tariff generator was utilized 

online (www.export.customsinfo.com, 2011).  The table below outlines our tariff schedule after 

inputting the country of origin, country of destination and HS code. 

Figure 4.1: Detailed Duty & Taxes 

Country of Destination: China 

HS Code: 2106100000 

Country of Origin: United States 

Country of Shipment: United States 

Tariff Treatment1: General Rate 

Tariff Calculation: 90% 

Calculation Base: 

Cost of Goods & Freight & 

Insurance 

Tariff Treatment2: Most Favored Nations Rate (MFN) 

Tariff Calculation: 10% 

Calculation Base: 

Cost of Goods & Freight & 

Insurance 

Tax 1 

Tax Name: VAT Standard 

Tax Type: VAT 

Tax Calculation: See Formula 

Tax Calculation Base: CIF + DUTY 

Formula: 17.0000% * (CIF&DUTY ) 
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Notes: 

Tax Rate applies to CIF + Duty + 

any tax or charge on import 

 

The two methods to calculate import/export taxes are CIF (cost, insurance, freight) or FOB (free 

on board).  Our logistics department will use the most commonly used CIF method.  For example, 

if we ship from the USA to China with a product invoice of $10,000 the following will illustrate 

how to calculate the total export taxes to China.  For our example, the insurance will be 0.08% of 

our invoice and the freight paid is based off a freight forwarding rate online quote of $250.00.   

Figure 4.2: Total Export taxes & fees to China 

Invoice Value $10,000.00 

Insurance Paid $80.00 

Freight Paid $250.00 

Total CIF Value $10,330.00 

Duty Rate = 10% X .10 

Duty Charge $1,033.00 

Total CIF+Duty Value $11,363.00 

VAT = 17% X .17 

VAT Tax Charge $1,931.71 

Total w/ taxes: CIF+Duty+VAT $13,294.71 

   

The total taxes and fees would then be $2,965 on $10,000 worth of inventory based on our HS 

code and using the CIF method of calculating fees and taxes.  That is a 30% extra cost on our 

products, which is quite high and explains high prices on all foreign goods within China. For the 

reason of not being able to come up with an accurate cost on taxes and import and distribution 

fees, our cost of goods sold (COGS) forecast was set at 45% of gross sales. This is reflected in 

the Pro- Forma income statement.   
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The U.S. export control policies regulated by the U.S. Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) 

only require export licenses for certain products.  Export licenses are commonly used for 

products known as “dual-use” items.  These are commodities, technology and software that have 

predominantly commercial or military purposes.  Our line of health supplements do not fall 

within this category.  

We plan to take all the necessary steps to protect or supplements from IP infringements, and will 

understand the risks involved and the fees to pay as part of doing business in China. Many CEOs 

in China seem to say the same thing about the potential rewards of entering the Chinese market 

then to consider staying out because of fear of lack IP protection and enforcement (Fernandez, 

Underwood, 2006).   

China is still using the first-to-file system of trademark application (Greenfield, 2007).  This 

means that the first person or group to file an application for that trademark is usually given the 

rights to that trademark.  It is important to have a unique trademark and to apply for that 

protection early before any local players can try to copy it or steal the trademark protection.  Our 

business model will protect our mini stores from selling fake inventory, also, protect our 

supplements from being copied and sold through other channels. The mini stores can only 

purchase inventory from American Bodybuilder Corp. in the U.S. The marketing campaign will 

put emphasis on guaranteed quality products directly from the U.S. sold only at our mini 

supplement stores locations.  

Chapter 5: Logistics 

The Chinese economy grew from a strong foundation of manufacturing the world‟s products.  In 

2007, the nation‟s total social logistics value reached RMB 74.8 trillion, up 25.5% over 2006. As 
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China‟s main international gateway, Shanghai, is well ahead of the other Chinese cities, and will 

remain the favored entry point for international logistics operators and developers (China 

Knowledge Online, 2011). China‟s manufacturing experience comes with a highly sophisticated 

logistics supply system that keeps the world moving and making money.  

For our export and import needs we will use the services of Arc -Logistics, Inc. They have an 

office in Long Beach, CA, with a reputation of professionalism. Arc-Logistics is an experienced 

international freight-forwarder with services including international air freight, ocean freight, 

customs brokerage and clearance, insurance, warehousing, distribution and computerized cargo 

tracking (Arc Air Logistics, Inc., 2011). Arc-Logistics also has partner logistic firms in Shanghai, 

which we plan to use as well. We contacted an old acquaintance of ours named Irene Lim; she 

has worked in the logistic department for over ten years at Arc-Logistics. She has produced 

valuable information and accurate quotes for shipping our products to Shanghai.   

We will outline an estimation logistics costs to our destination in Shanghai.  We will ship out of 

the Port of Los Angeles, which is the busiest port in the United States. Our first shipment will be 

10,000 lbs. (4,536 kgs.) of products. We will use a 20 ft. dry container load (20‟ FCL=full 

container load). Refrigerated containers are used for perishable products so the texture and 

quality lasts longer. Since our product is not sensitive to temperature variations an economical 

dry container will be used. The cubic feet for our container will be 989 cubic feet (28 cubic 

meters=CBM) but we will only utilize 25 CBM. The container rate from Los Angeles to 

Shanghai is $60.00/CBM, so using only 25 CBM will cost us $1500 for 20‟ FCL ocean freight. 

Arc-Logistics will pick-up our products (at a destination determined by American Bodybuilder 

Corp.), known as the „door move‟ to the port for $198.00.  We will incur two separate port 
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charges at the LA Port.  The first is called a pier pass charge and for a 20‟ FCL it will cost 

$50.00. The next port charge is a clean truck port charge which will be an additional $35.00 for a 

20‟ FCL. Then we have to pay an export filing declaration/handling fee of $120.00 per shipment.   

The shipping documents to release the goods at the port for shipping can either be an express 

release (ER) or original bills of lading (BL). Shown in Appendix B, we provided a sample 

document for Bill of Lading. However, we plan to utilize the simplest documentation procedure, 

the paperless express release. After the documents are processed, the customs filing will cost 

$120.00. 

Upon arrival into Shanghai, we (the consignee) will arrange for customs clearance and pay all 

the terminal charges and trucking fees. The total lead time will range from 18-21 days via ocean 

freight. The fees will consist of another documentation handling fee of $45. Another fee would 

be the custom clearance fee of $60. We will have a terminal handling charge (THC) of $93/FCL.  

All shipments need to have a legal inspection known as a quarantine fee costing $38, along with 

a port surcharge of $120. Our value added tax will be 17% of the total invoice based on our 

Harmonized Schedule code of 210610. Once all the documentation and taxes are paid, a 

qualified local logistical partner, Arc-Logistics China will charge us a trucking fee of $120 

(based on 15 ton/20‟ FCL) to our warehouse/office in Shanghai. The following Figure 5.1 lays 

out in detail the taxes and fees to get our final product (10,000 lbs) to Shanghai. 

Figure 5.1:  Logistics Charges 

Logistics Charges leaving LA to Shanghai 

Ocean Freight   $1,500.00 

Port Charges Pier Pass $50.00 
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  Clean Truck $35.00 

Door Move to port   $198.00 

Customs Filing $120.00 

Total to ship from LA to 

Shanghai   $1,903.00 

   Logistics Charges entering Shanghai 

Documentation Handling   $45.00 

Custom clearance   $60.00 

Terminal Handling Charge   $93.00 

Quarantine fee   $38.00 

Port Surcharge $120.00 

Door Move from port   $120.00 

VAT Taxes (17%)   $1,931.71 

Total fees & taxes upon delivery $2,407.71 

   Fees for product to leave U.S.   $1,903.00 

Fees to enter into China   $2,407.71 

Total import fees & taxes   $4,310.71 

 

It will cost us $4,310.71 to receive our products in Shanghai.  At this current time we could not 

provide an accurate cost for export insurance. We however plan to abide by all the procedure and 

pay all fees that govern the import and export of goods from the U.S. to China.  

Once our products are delivered to our warehouse/office in Shanghai, we will contract a 

domestic delivery service company to distribute our products to our ten locations. We will also 
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contract this delivery service to deliver our products to the ten locations on a daily basis where 

needed. An accurate cost can not be determined at this time, due to the current unpredictable 

delivery needs.  

As previously mentioned, our Pro-Forma Income Statement (COGS) was estimated at 45% of 

gross sales. This is an overestimation of cost to cover logistic expenses as well. 
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Appendix A 

 

Survey Questions: American Bodybuilder Supplements 

(The survey will be conducted to gym patrons only) 

1. Do you currently take exercise supplements?    Only yes answers continue with survey 

 

 Age group:  1= 20-30     2= 31-40     3= 41-50      4= 51< 

 

2. How much money do you spend a month on supplements? 

 

 Estimate in RMB:      1= >1000     2= 1000-2000     3= 2000-3000     4= 3000<          

 

3. How were you educated on supplement consumption?  

 

 1= Friend   2= Self   3= Place where purchased  4= other channels 

 

4. Where do you purchase your supplements? 

 

 1= Gym    2= Store   3= Online   4= Friend 

 

5. Are you satisfied with the service when purchasing supplements?    

 

 1= Yes                2= No           3= no opinion     

 

6. Does your gym sell supplements? 

 1= Yes               2= No 

 

If yes: Circle one that is your impression 

     1= dissatisfied   2=satisfied   3= desire more 

o Are you satisfied with their selection?                                    1     2      3 

o Is the sales person educated on supplement intake?               1      2     3   

o Is the sales person educated on exercise and nutrition?          1     2     3 

7. Would purchasing your supplements at your gym be convenient?  

 

1= Yes               2= No             3= No difference  
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